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This study investigated the range of responses had by outperformers towards outperformed others, 
as well as the different combinations of techniques used towards those who were hostile, depressive, 
admiring, or neutral.  Subjects (n = 48) were told that they had outperformed a confederate on a 
measure of social success.  Data on envy response techniques were taken from subsequent instant 
messaging conversations between the subjects and confederate, and data on the subjects’ 
impressions and beliefs were taken from questionnaires.  Results showed that a wide array of envy 
responses was used, with denigrations of the validity of the measure and of the outperformer’s own 
ability being the most common.  Differences in response techniques between the conditions were not 
found. The paucity of other significant differences is largely attributed to the small sample size, and 
to the fact that those who suspected the deception responded significantly differently from those who 



did not.

Introduction

The experience of being the object of envy is a relatively new topic in the field of social psychology.  Prior to 

1998, most relevant research was tangentially related—numerous studies on fear of success, gender achievement 

disparity, social comparison, in-group biases, and similar sub-fields offered glimpses into the experience of being 

envied.   The most encompassing framework for understanding the experience of being envied, constructed by Julie 

Juola Exline and Marci Lobel, was termed Sensitivity to being the Target of Upwards Comparison (‘STTUC’) 

(Exline and Lobel, 1999).  

According to this framework, there are three necessary prerequisites for STTUC to be experienced.  Firstly, a 

person (the ‘outperformer’) must be aware that another (the ‘outperformed person’) has perceived her as having 

surpassed him in an area or task—she is the target of an upwards comparison (UC).  Secondly, the outperformer 

must believe that the ability in question is relevant to the outperformed person’s self-concept.  Finally, the 

outperformer must be concerned with the reactions of the outperformed person (whether emotional or behavioral).  

The presence of the first two conditions establish the outperformed other’s envy and the outperformer’s awareness 

of it.  The third condition constitutes the outperformer’s motivation to mitigate that envy.  

Beyond the mere presence of STTUC, little research has investigated the subsequent actions of those who 

feel themselves to be the target of envy.  Outperformers’ responses can broadly be broken down into two categories.  

The first category is composed of mitigation attempts—actions intended to decrease the outperformed other’s envy.  

The second category, exacerbation, is composed of attempts to maintain or augment the other’s envy.  It should be 

noted that some believe that those who use exacerbation techniques may not truly be STTUC, as they seem not to 

fulfill the requirement of caring about the outperformed person’s responses (Exline and Lobel, 1999).  Other studies 

have shown, however, that these two categories are more complexly defined than was previously though, as the 

intended impact of various techniques may vary between genders (Daubman & Sigall, 1997). Because of this 



ambiguity, and because we are looking more broadly at envy response, we shall consider all envy response 

techniques.

Studies to date have focused on measuring the variation of a single mitigation technique.  Most have been 

interested in the performance expectations voiced by the outperformer to the outperformed person under different 

circumstances, and most have been particularly interested in gender differences (e.g. Heatherington, Burns & 

Gustavson, 1998).  The general finding has been that when given a “vulnerable” partner—one who communicated 

his/her own low GPA—women tended to give lower estimates of their own GPA than when talking to a non-

vulnerable other, and than men gave in either condition.  When asked to give their estimate privately, women’s 

estimates were significantly higher, and were statistically indistinguishable from men’s (Heatherington et al, 1993; 

Daubman, Heatherington & Ahn, 1992).  

Later studies have looked at differences between men’s and women’s responses to envy in greater nuance, 

considering such issues as the modesty of the outperformer.  In experiments by Daubman & Sigall (1997), 

experiments, male and female subjects were given a test score, and were separated into two categories: those who 

disclosed their score modestly (e.g., saying they were in the top 50% of scorers), and those who disclosed 

immodestly (e.g., saying that they were in the 92nd percentile) to a vulnerable other.  Women who disclosed 

modestly believed that the vulnerable other felt better about himself or herself, and that the other liked her better, 

whereas there was no significant result for men.  A follow-up study found similar results for women, but also 

discovered that men who gave immodest responses generally thought that vulnerable female others liked them more.  

Furthermore, modest men thought that their low-performance partners felt worse about themselves, were less happy, 

and were more upset, whereas women generally believed the opposite (Daubman & Sigall, 1997).  

It is noteworthy that women’s tendency to underestimate their GPA to vulnerable others has not been entirely 

consistent or predictable.  A later study recorded men’s and women’s GPA predictions to an other who was either 

boastful, neutral, or self-depreciating (Brown, Uebelacker and Heatherington, 1998).  Surprisingly, men’s scores 



varied among the conditions—their reports were significantly higher than their actual GPA when given to boastful 

others, and were lower than their actual GPA when given to self-depreciating others, with the neutral condition 

results being in between—whereas there was no significant difference between women’s estimates.  The reversal in 

this case is thought to be primarily due to the fact that there was no objective statement of the other’s actual GPA (it 

was left open to interpretation through the other’s attitude), and so women may have interpreted the other’s self-

depreciating presentation as modesty, and not as indicative of actual low scores (Brown, Uebelacker, & 

Heatherington, 1998).  

Other responses to STTUC are less thoroughly and more tangentially researched.  Dependency and self-

criticism—generally defined respectively as the overemphasis of interpersonal relatedness and of self-definition—are 

thought to lead to depression (Santor & Zuroff, 1997). An interesting study examined how dependent and self-

critical outperformers responsded to envy exhibited by outperformed friends (Santor & Zuroff, 1997).  It was found 

that in order to ‘appease’ the outperformed other, dependant subjects relinquished control of resources (control over 

scenario viewing) and agreed with responses asserted by the outperformed person, but known by the outperformer 

to be false.  Self-critical outperformers did the opposite.  

Other mitigation techniques include reducing performance quality on a measure after receiving positive 

feedback on it, (Pappo, 1983) although this was researched independently of other’s perceptions of the achievement, 

hiding achievements or “playing dumb” (Gove, Hughes & Geerken, 1980), and delaying communication of higher 

score (Brigham, 1996).  

This body of information points to a complex relationship between gender, perception, and responses to 

envy.  However, studies thus far seem to have focused on small portions of the overall array of responses that 

outperformers have towards those whom they outperform.  In this paper, I shall report an experiment that attempted 

to ascertain which techniques are used by outperformers to respond to envy.  Prior research (Parrott, 2003) has 

asked Georgetown undergraduate students to describe instances from their own experiences in which someone was 



envious of them.  On a basis of these surveys, previous third-party research and observations of subjects over the 

course of the current experiment, a list of envy response techniques was formulated (see Table 1), and a 

corresponding schema was developed (see Figure 1).  This hierarchy was revised multiple times throughout the 

course of this experiment.  Not all possible envy response techniques were observed in our study (many, such as 

Avoid Subject, were impossible under the circumstances of the experiment).  Techniques that were observed in the 

study have been marked with asterisks in the table and in the figure.
Table 1 – Explanation of Envy Response Techniques
Envy Response Technique Explanation
Ability** The outperformer questions or denigrates her/his own 

ability
Apologize for Wronging The outperformer apologizes for having wronged the 

outperformed other by outperforming him/her
Authority** The outperformer states or implies that he/she is not an 

authority on the subject at hand, or is not in a position 
of authority in general

Avoid Other The outperformer avoids coming into contact with the 
outperformed other

Avoid Subject The outperformer seeks to guide conversation away 
from the relevant domain

Chance** The outperformer ascribes his/her achievement to 
chance

Change Own Behavior The outperformer decreases her/his performance in the 
relevant domain

Commiseration** The outperformer expresses empathy with the 
outperformed other, and points out that s/he was subject 
to the same hardships

Difficulty** The outperformer emphasizes the difficulty of the 
measure

Friendliness** The outperformer shows remarkable friendliness 
toward the outperformed other

Extend Benefit to Other The outperformer seeks to ensure that the outperformed 
other will benefit from the outperformers achievement 
or skill (such as by sharing any reward or offering to 
‘coach’ the outperformed other in the relevant domain

Hide Disparity The outperformer tries to keep the outperformed other 
unaware of the disparity

Hide Pleasure The outperformer does not let the outperformed other 
see the full extent of her/his pleasure at the achievement

Humor** The outperformer cracks jokes
Measure** The outperformer questions the accuracy of the measure
Other Difficulties** The outperformer emphasizes difficulties that s/he is 

outperformer to, other than those relevant to the current 
situation

Other’s Future Success The outperformer emphasizes that the other will achieve 
success in the future

Other not Inferior to All The outperformer emphasizes that others have the same 
difficulties or handicaps as the outperformed other

Other’s Strengths** The outperformer emphasizes the outperformed other’s 
skills or abilities, outside of the currently relevant 
domain

Own Need for Success Outperformer explains why she/he particularly needs 
this achievement or skill

Self equals other** The outperformer expresses her/his belief that that s/he 
is neither better than nor worse than the outperformed 
other

Work** The outperformer emphasizes the amount or difficulty 
of work that was necessary for him/her to achieve a 
success

Total Mitigation 
(Combined Category)

All aforementioned techniques (Ability, Authority, 
Chance, Commiseration, Difficulty, Friendliness, 
Humor, Measure, Other Difficulties, Other’s Future 
Success, Other’s Strengths, Self equals Other, Work)

Revel** The outperformer confirms her/his strengths and 
achievements

Self not Bad** The outperformer asserts that s/he is not below the 
norm, or is remarkably skilled or able at a task

Total Exacerbation
(Combined Category)

Both of the techniques that have the result of increasing 
the outperformed other’s envy (Revel, Self not Bad)
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Figure 1  – Envy Response Techniques – Categories with stars are those that arose were present in this experiment

In addition, this study will also examine the trends in the use of these techniques that occur when the outperformer is 

confronted with varying types of envy—neutral, hostile, depressive, or admiring.  It is hypothesized that subjects 

confronted with envious partners will use various combinations of envy response techniques.  Furthermore, it is 

hypothesized that subjects who are confronted with admiring or neutral partners will be more interested in 

maintaining a solid relationship with them, and will therefore: (1) use a wider array of mitigation techniques, (2) 

make more of an effort to mitigate envy (measured in conversation length), and (3) will give lower predictions of 

what a ‘good score’ is.  It is also hypothesized that women will follow these three lines of behavior more than men.  

Methods



Subjects

48 students at Georgetown University participated in this study.  They were recruited from Intro-level 

psychology classes, and most received a small amount of course credit for their participation (although some received 

no compensation at all).  There were 22 females and 26 males. 

Procedure 

Upon arriving, subjects were informed that the purpose of the experiment was to examine social interaction 

ability as it relates to leadership roles and speed of communication.  Furthermore, they were told that they had been 

matched with a student from another Introductory Psychology class so that both the subject and her/his partner 

preferred friends of the same gender (a preference they had recorded when signing up for the experiment).  It was 

explained that the partner was next door and would be doing the same tasks at roughly the same time as the subject: 

including filling out a consent form, taking a social skills test (see Appendix 1), recording an interview, watching his/

her partner’s interview, holding a brief instant message (computer-mediated) conversation with his/her partner (see 

Appendix 2), taking a brief survey (see Appendix 3), holding another instant message conversation, and taking the 

same survey again.  The subject was informed that the last step would be for the subject and confederate to come 

together to be presented with a difficult social scenario and to come to a consensus as to what advice should be 

given.  

In fact, there was no paired participant, and all interactive material was prepared in advance.  The experiment 

concluded after the first survey, so the second IM conversation, the second survey, and the face-to-face meeting 

never occurred.

Firstly, the subject was given a brief social skills test (see Appendix 1), which consisted of six questions 

adapted from the Chapin Social Insight Test, and designed to be as ambiguous as possible.  The experimenter 

explained that the test was predictive of long-term social success, and that, in order to establish the most accurate 

score, the subject would need to move quickly through the test, reading each question and answer choice once, 



relying on his/her instincts to select the best answer.  

The next step was to conduct a brief interview with the subject.  The subject was told that the interview 

would be recorded onto his/her partner’s computer and watched by his/her partner, but in reality, the interview was 

neither recorded nor viewed.  The subject was asked several factual questions (Name, Year in School, GPA) and 

several open-ended questions (Describe: a favorite childhood memory, where you hope to be in ten years, an 

achievement that you are particularly proud of, your best friend).  After ‘recording’ this interview, the participant 

watched the confederate’s responses to these questions.  The partner interview was recorded ahead of time, and the 

same interview was used for all subjects.  The responses were chosen to be those of a typical Georgetown student.  

The partner, a Caucasian female, was a senior Government and English major with a 3.3 GPA with a close friend 

from freshman year, who was proud of getting into Georgetown, who fondly remembered Disney World with her 

parents, and who hoped to be a lawyer.  The purpose of this interview was to increase the emotional connection with 

between the subject and the confederate by providing similar background material and giving the subject a sense of 

knowing the confederate.  

After this, the subject was informed that she/he had scored a 93% on his/her social skills test—indicative of 

superior social skills—whereas the confederate had scored a 62%—indicative of moderate social handicaps.  The 

average score was said to be an 80.  The subject was then informed that because the partner had received a lower 

score on the social skills test, she would be leading.  “Leading” was explained as taking charge of the conversation—

the assigned topic of discussion was the social skills test, but within that, the burden of leading the conversation fell 

on the confederate.  It was instructed that any questions asked would be asked by the confederate, and that the 

partner was instructed to remind the subject of this rule and to continue with the conversation if the subject asked a 

question.  Subjects were asked to retain their normal conversational style as much as possible during this, and were 

told that the conversation would be scored more for speed of communication than for content.  After this, they were 

informed, they would take a brief survey and then switch roles—the subject would lead while the confederate would 



follow.  

The next step was the instant message conversation, which included the manipulation of the manner in which 

envy was expressed (see Appendix 2).  The confederate’s input was entirely scripted, with certain stock phrases 

being added as needed to facilitate the flow of the conversation (i.e. “okay,” “and,” and “i guess so”) and to keep it 

on topic (i.e. “i think that girl told us to talk about the test, though, so i guess we should do that” and “i think i'm 

probably not supposed to respond to questions, since they told me to lead. Sooo…”).  The manipulation consisted of 

two separate points in the conversation where different sentences were used to convey the tone of the envy.  For 

example, the first such point was in the third line ‘spoken’ by the confederate.  It was prefaced by “sucks that they 

make the person with the lower score lead” (intended to establish envy).  The next line was one of four conditions:

[Neutral] but that’s the way it goes. anyways, what’d you think of the test?

[Hostile] they should have their overachiever do it. anyways, what’d you think of the test?

[Depressive] like i need to be reminded of my score.  anyways, what’d you think of the test?

[Admiring] but I guess that’s your reward for being smart! anyways, what’d you think of the test?

A similar setup was used for the second instance, which occurred in the confederate’s sixth line (see Appendix 2).  

The subject was then instructed to take a survey questionnaire (see Appendix 3), which contained 30 

measures designed to explore the subject’s impressions of herself/himself, of the confederate, and of the 

confederate’s impression of herself/himself.  

After this, the subject was asked what she/he thought the experiment was actually testing.  No subjects guessed 

the true hypothesis of the study.  Finally the subject was debriefed as to the actual purpose and form of the 

experiment.  After being informed that the confederate did not exist, and that all materials had been prepared ahead of 

time, the subject was asked if this came as a surprise.  44% of participants reported having sensed something strange 

about the confederate, 41% reported no suspicion, and 15% of responses were not recorded.  

Measures



There were two categories of dependant measures.  The first set of measures was a questionnaire completed 

by the subject after the instant message conversation (see Appendix 3).  All questions in this survey involved 

judgments of the subject and the confederate (e.g. I am a nice person and My partner is a nice person), and some 

involved judgments of the confederate’s judgments (e.g. My partner thinks I am a nice person).  The primary 

purpose of the survey was to ensure that structure of the experiment and the variables had the desired effects.  The 

survey included several items designed to check for the presence of the three conditions requisite for the subject to 

experience sensitivity to being a target of upwards comparison.  The belief that the confederate feels threatened by the 

comparison was checked by the item asking My partner believes that it is important to be socially adept.  Concern 

for the confederate’s response was checked by I look forward to seeing my partner on campus and I look forward to 

working with my partner. Other items checked the efficacy of the variables.  Hostility was checked by My partner 

feels hostile towards me. Depression was measured by My partner is easily discouraged about her/his abilities.  

Admiration was measured by My partner thinks highly of me.  Finally, other measures were included, both to 

investigate other aspects of the subject’s impressions and to disguise the true focus of the experiment.  

The second type of dependent measure resulted from a content analysis of the instant message conversation 

between the subject and the confederate.  In order to investigate the subject’s motivation to mitigate the envy of the 

confederate, the number of words in the conversations were counted.  The subjects’ half of the conversation was 

coded for the types of envy response techniques employed by the subject. The number of times each technique was 

used was counted for each subject.

Materials

Most requisite materials for this experiment were technological in nature.  The video of the confederate was 2:39 

long, which was longer than most of the video interviews with actual subjects.  The frame on the camera was 

zoomed in fairly close around the confederate’s head and shoulders, and she was placed in front of a non-descript 

white wall.  For the subject’s video interview, a video camera was wired into a wall in order to make the ‘taping’ of 



the interview plausible.  

All that was needed, in addition to that, were two computers through which the subject and confederate 

communicated, and on which the subject completed all tests and surveys.  Each was equipped with instant messaging 

software (AOL Instant Messenger, running through Cerulean Studios Trillian Basic) and an internet connection, and 

the computers were located in two different rooms.  Both the Social Skills Test and the Observations Questionnaire 

were administered via an online survey program, at www.prezzatech.com. 

Results

Due to the preliminary nature of this research and the small sample size, the threshold for significance was set 

at α = 0.1 in order to avoid Type II error (Keppel, 1982).  This was applied firstly to the data from the social 

observations questionnaire, which consisted of 30 statements for which the subject was asked to mark any number 

between one (Strongly Agree) and nine (Strongly Disagree).  These data were analyzed for our four variable 

conditions only (neutral, hostile, depressive, admiring).  The information taken from the computer-mediated 

conversations included the frequency and type of envy response techniques (see Table 1), the length of conversation, 

and the subject’s responses when asked by their partner what they thought a good score was.  These data were 

analyzed for significant differences between the four main conditions, between those who used Commiseration or 

Friendliness (see Table 1) even before envy was expressed and those who did not, between genders, between those 

who suspected that something was amiss with their partner and those who did not, for overall frequency of the 

various envy response techniques across all groups, and for presence or absence of envy response techniques across 

all groups.

Social Observations Questionnaire Results between Variable Conditions

The data from the ‘Social Observations Questionnaire’ was first subjected to a one-way between-subjects 

analysis of variance to compare the four types of envy expression: hostile (n = X), admiring (n = X), depressed (n = 

X), and neutral (n = X).  Of the questionnaire items, one was significant: I feel hostile towards my partner, F(3, 44) 



= 2.42, p = .0768. Two were almost significant: My partner feels hostile towards me, F(3,44) = 2.20, p = .1013, and 

My partner looks forward to seeing me on campus F(3,44) = 1.87, p = .1488.  

Pair-wise comparisons were subsequently run on these measures, using t-tests.   Those who were assigned 

to the hostile condition scored significantly lower on (more in agreement with) the statement I feel hostile towards my 

partner (M = 7.8182) than those in either the depressive condition (M = 9.0, p = 0.0253) or the neutral condition (M 

= 9.0, p = 0.0225).  The mean for those in the admiring condition (M = 8.571, p = 0.1256) approached significance, 

but did not attain it.  This indicates that those who were confronted with hostile partners felt more hostile towards 

them than did those who were confronted with depressive or neutral partners.
Intercorrelation between Questionnaire Items

Table 2 – Some Significant Correlations between Questionnaire Items
Questionnaire Item Questionnaire Item r value p value

My partner is envious of 
me

I have a good idea of what 
my partner is like 0.27506 0.0585

“          ”
My partner is a nice 
person -0.40367 0.0044

“          ”
I look forward to working 
with my partner -0.26332 0.0706

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me -0.29777 0.0398

“          ”

I would be willing to work 
with my partner in future 
projects -0.33998 0.0181

“          ”

My partner is eas ily 
discouraged about her/his 
abilities 0.51694 0.0002

“          ”
My partner feels hostile 
towards me 0.29237 0.0438

“          ”
My partner thinks that I 
think highly of her/him -0.26798 0.0655

“          ” I am envious of my partner 0.4334 0.0021
“          ” My partner is popular -0.37723 0.0082

“          ”
My partner thinks I am 
popular 0.24772 0.0896

“          ”
My partner feels inferior to 
me 0.60848 <.0001

I am envious of my partner
I have a good idea of what 
my partner is like 0.26293 0.071

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me 0.27135 0.0621

“          ”
I am easily discouraged 
about my abilities 0.36865 0.0099

“          ”
My partner is envious of 
me 0.4334 0.0021

“          ” I feel inferior to my partner 0.42175 0.0028
I feel hostile towards my 

partner
I look forward to working 
with my partner -0.31729 0.028

“          ”
My partner feels hostile 
towards me 0.55943 <.0001

“          ”
My partner thinks that I 
think highly of her/him -0.31445 0.0295

“          ”
I look forward to seeing 
my partner on campus -0.33 0.022

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to seeing me on campus -0.31371 0.0299

My partner feels hostile 
towards me

My partner is a nice 
person -0.43466 0.002

“          ”
My partner thinks I am a 
nice person -0.26966 0.0638

“          ”
I look forward to working 
with my partner -0.2555 0.0796

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me -0.43272 0.0021

“          ”

I would be willing to work 
with my partner in future 
projects -0.45771 0.0011

“          ”

My partner would be 
willing to work with me 
on future projects -0.30379 0.0358

“          ”

My partner is eas ily 
discouraged about her/his 
abilities 0.29636 0.0408

“          ”
I feel hostile towards my 
partner 0.55943 <.0001

“          ”
My partner thinks highly 
of me -0.33605 0.0195

“          ”
My partner thinks that I 
think highly of her/him -0.29779 0.0398

“          ”
I look forward to seeing 
my partner on campus -0.33516 0.0199

“          ”
My partner is envious of 
me 0.29237 0.0438

“          ” My partner is popular -0.2571 0.0777
“          ” I feel inferior to my partner 0.3722 0.0092

“          ”
My partner feels inferior to 
me 0.42771 0.0024

I look forward to seeing 
my partner on campus

I have a good idea of what 
my partner is like 0.38646 0.0067

“          ” I am a nice person  0.2809 0.0531

“          ”
My partner is a nice 
person 0.4233 0.0027

“          ”
My partner thinks I am a 
nice person 0.31256 0.0305

“          ”
I look forward to working 
with my partner 0.53631 <.0001

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me 0.48082 0.0005

“          ”

I would be willing to work 
with my partner in future 
projects 0.4356 0.002

“          ”

My partner would be 
willing to work we me on 
future projects 0.2864 0.0484

“          ”
I feel hostile towards my 
partner -0.33 0.022

“          ”
My partner feels hostile 
towards me -0.33516 0.0199

“          ”
I am concerned about my 
partner's feelings 0.47299 0.0007

“          ”
My partner is concerned 
about my feelings 0.45733 0.0011

“          ”

My partner thinks I am 
concerned about her/his 
feelings 0.28312 0.0512

“          ”
I think highly of my 
partner 0.64704 <.0001

“          ”
My partner thinks highly 
of me 0.45188 0.0013

“          ”
My partner thinks that I 
think highly of her/him 0.47861 0.0006

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to seeing me on campus 0.78202 <.0001

“          ”
My partner thinks I am 
popular -0.29785 0.0398

“          ”
My partner feels inferior to 
me -0.24564 0.0924

My partner feels inferior to 
me

My partner is a nice 
person -0.32421 0.0246

“          ”
I look forward to working 
with my partner -0.29881 0.0391

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me -0.35531 0.0132

“          ”

I would be willing to work 
with my partner in future 
projects -0.27435 0.0592

“          ”

My partner would be 
willing to work with me 
on future projects -0.26099 0.0732

“          ”

My partner is eas ily 
discouraged about her/his 
abilities 0.41696 0.0032

“          ”
My partner feels hostile 
towards me 0.42771 0.0024

“          ”
My partner thinks that I 
think highly of her/him -0.30587 0.0345

“          ”
I look forward to seeing 
my partner on campus -0.24564 0.0924

“          ”
My partner is envious of 
me 0.60848 <.0001

“          ” My partner is popular -0.31128 0.0313

“          ”
My partner thinks I am 
popular 0.32234 0.0255

“          ” I feel inferior to my partner 0.49743 0.0003
My partner thinks highly 

of me I am a nice person  0.38298 0.0072

“          ”
My partner thinks I am a 
nice person 0.33143 0.0214

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me 0.49775 0.0003

“          ”

I would be willing to work 
with my partner in future 
projects 0.31764 0.0278

“          ”

My partner would be 
willing to work with me 
on future projects 0.41083 0.0037

“          ”
My partner feels hostile 
towards me -0.33605 0.0195

“          ”
I am concerned about my 
partner's feelings 0.35782 0.0125

“          ”
My partner is concerned 
about my feelings 0.47526 0.0006

“          ”

My partner thinks I am 
concerned about her/his 
feelings 0.41119 0.0037

“          ”
I think highly of my 
partner 0.54661 <.0001
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My partner is envious of 

me
I have a good idea of what 
my partner is like 0.27506 0.0585

“          ”
My partner is a nice 
person -0.40367 0.0044

“          ”
I look forward to working 
with my partner -0.26332 0.0706

“          ”
My partner looks forward 
to working with me -0.29777 0.0398

“          ”

I would be willing to work 
with my partner in future 
projects -0.33998 0.0181

“          ”

My partner is eas ily 
discouraged about her/his 
abilities 0.51694 0.0002

“          ”
My partner feels hostile 
towards me 0.29237 0.0438

“          ”
My partner thinks that I 
think highly of her/him -0.26798 0.0655

“          ” I am envious of my partner 0.4334 0.0021
“          ” My partner is popular -0.37723 0.0082

“          ”
My partner thinks I am 
popular 0.24772 0.0896

“          ”
My partner feels inferior to 
me 0.60848 <.0001
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I have a good idea of what 
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“          ”
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I am easily discouraged 
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I feel hostile towards my 
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In examining the correlations between various questionnaire items, most were highly logical, although several 

were noteworthy and will be further considered in the discussion section.  

Envy Response Techniques between Conditions

Using the same one-way between-subjects analysis of variance with α = 0.1 between the four independent 

variable conditions, no results for envy response were found to be significant.  One came close to significance: 

Chance F(3,44) = 2.16, p = 0.1063.  Those in the depressive condition (M = 0.6364) ascribed test scores to chance 



more often than those in the hostile condition (M = 0.1818, p = 0.0703) or the neutral condition (M = 0.833, p = 

0.0259).  There were no significant differences for the prediction of a ‘good score,’ or for length of conversation.  

Envy Response Techniques between Commiserators and Non-Commiserators

The subjects were then divided into two categories—those who showed Commiseration before the 

confederate made her initial expression of envy (commiserators, n = 30), and those who did not (non-commiserators, 

n = 18).  The theory was that those who offered commiseration up front might be more likely to mitigate envy 

throughout the conversation, regardless of the envy expression variable.  There was a significant effect for the 

frequency of subjects’ use of the Difficulty technique, F(1,44)  = 3.41, p = 0.0713—in which commiserators cited 

Difficulty more often (M = 0.9667) than non-commiserators (M = 0.4444).  Another significant effect was Revel F

(1,46) = 3.10, p = 0.0851, which commiserators used more (M = 0.5000) than non-commiserators (M = 0.1111).  

Finally, there was a significant effect for Total Exacerbation F(1,46) = 4.21, p = 0.0460, which was present more in 

commiserators’ conversations (M = 0.8000) than in non-commisorators’ conversation (M = 0.3333).  However, it is 

noteworthy that much of the statistical difference in the Total Exacerbation category is based on the difference in the 

Revel category, since reveling made up the bulk of exacerbation.

Envy Response Techniques between Friendly Subjects and Non-Friendly Subjects

For another analysis, the subjects were again divided into two categories based on their interpersonal styles 

before the expression of envy—those who immediately expressed Friendliness (friendly subjects, n = 14), and those 

who did not (non-friendly subjects, n = 34).  Here, there was a significant difference only in the use of Chance as a 

mitigation technique F(1,46) = 4.07, p = 0.0494.  Friendly subjects used Chance far less (M = 0.0714) than non-

friendly subjects (M = 0.4412).  

Envy Response Techniques between Genders

When comparing gender differences in use of envy response techniques, the only significant difference was 

found in frequency of Commiseration F(1,46) = 3.00, p = 0.0897.  Women had a tendency to commiserate more 



often (M = 0.5679) than men did (M = 0.3922).  

Envy Response Techniques between Suspicious Subjects and Non-Suspicious Subjects

After completing the experiment, subjects were informed that the remainder of the process would not take 

place and that their partner did not actually exist.  They were then asked if this came as a surprise to them.  Those 

who expressed any suspicion at all were put in the ‘suspicious’ category; those who were completely surprised were 

labeled ‘non-suspicious.’  Of the subjects for whom data were recorded, 49% did not suspect, and 51% did suspect.  

The next set of statistics examined the differences between those who suspected and those who did not.  There were 

significant effects found for Authority F(1,39) = 3.18, p = 0.0821, in that those who did not suspect made much 

greater use of it (M = 0.7000) than those who suspected (M = 0.3333).  A significant effect for Difficulty F(1,39) = 

3.27, p = 0.0782, similarly showed that those who did not suspect placed much more emphasis on the difficulty of 

the measure (M = 0.8500) than those who suspected (M = 0.4286).  Finally, an effect for Total Mitigation F(1,39) = 

9.90, p = 0.0032 showed that those who did not suspect made many more attempts to mitigate their partners’ envy 

(M = 8.5500) than those who suspected (M = 6.3810).  

A Chi-Square was run to determine if the distribution of suspicious subjects was unevenly distributed among 

the four conditions (Neutral, Depressive, Hostile, and Admiring).  The result χ²(3, N = 41) = 6.8192, p = 0.0779.  

89% of those in the condition neutral suspected the verisimilitude of their partner, 36% of those in the hostile 

condition did, 38% of those in the depressive condition suspected, and 46% of those in the admiring condition did.  

Envy Response Techniques – Frequency of General Usage

The next analyses that were run involved collapsing all the subjects into one group and examining which 

techniques were used at what frequencies by the subject population as a whole.  This was done for two purposes.  

Firstly, there has been no objective analysis of what techniques are used by envied persons, and with what 

frequency.  Secondly, this may serve to enhance our understanding, in light of the insignificant differences between 

subject conditions.  A within-subjects ANOVA was used to examine the frequency of various response techniques.  



Some variations in frequency reached significance, F(13, 611) = 52.02, p < 0.0001 (see figure 2).  
Figure 2 – Frequency of Usage of Envy Response Techniques

Envy Response Techniques – Frequency of Absence/Presence

The subjects were kept in one category for the next analysis, but the frequency of usage of each technique by 

each subject was collapsed into absence or presence (e.g., someone who used Measure 4 times would be counted as 

a 1).  The purpose of this is account for the fact that one person might use one technique multiple times, thus 

influencing the overall statistics.  By collapsing data into 0/1 format, we can see which techniques came up most 

across subjects.  When using the same test (within-subjects ANOVA) for presence/absence and not frequency, 

similar results were observed (see figure 3).  The variation in usage was, again, sometimes significant F(13,611) = 

21.88, p < .0001.  

Figure 3 – Frequency of Presence of Envy Response Techniques 

Discussion

Envy Observations in the Social Observations Questionnaire

Although there were not as many significant results as expected, there are many implications to this study 

(not the least of which is the unexpected lack of significant results).  Firstly, I shall consider the correlations present 

between various questionnaire items, and discuss how that may reflect the beliefs and thought processes of the 

subject.  I shall next consider the significant results and those that approached significance, as well as those that, 

unexpectedly, didn’t even come close.  I shall wrap up with suggestions provided by the data, and some ideas for 

future research.  Before beginning this, however, it is necessary to point out that the small size (N = 48, with 11-14 

subjects in each condition) was smaller than planned, resulting in low statistical power. 

It should be kept in mind when considering all results that they might have been affected by the subject’s 

suspicions of their partner.  Significant differences existed between those who suspected that their partner was not 



merely another student, and those who did not suspect.  Those who suspected made fewer overall attempts at envy 

mitigation, including fewer uses of Authority, and Difficulty.  Those who suspected may not have been as motivated 

to mitigate their envy—envy which is not real does not merit genuine mitigation.  While there are possible 

confounding variables (for example, a cynical attitude and not the suspicion of the partner might be the primary cause 

of less mitigation), suspicion remains a possible cause of altered results.  

As was mentioned, many the correlations between the questionnaire items are logical, but they are also highly 

useful in providing a glimpse into the subjects’ beliefs and observations.  The belief that the partner was envious was 

strongly correlated with the belief that the partner considers herself to be inferior (r = 0.6845, p = < 0.0001), and 

moderately correlated with the belief that the partner is easily discouraged about her abilities (r = 0.5169, p = 

0.0002).  These are logical and consistent with the current understanding of envy.  There is also a moderate negative 

correlation between the partner being envious and the partner being a nice person (r = -0.4037, p = 0.0044)—

apparently, subjects believe that ‘nice’ people are not envious people.  

More intriguing was a moderate correlation between the partner being envious and the subject being envious 

of the partner (r = 0.4334, p = 0.0021).   This could be due to the fact that ‘accusing’ the partner of envy is extreme, 

and could be interpreted as egotistical.  The avowal of envy of the partner may be an attempt to balance the accusation 

of envy by the partner.  The same motivation is supposed for a similar correlation between ‘my partner feels inferior 

to me’ and ‘I feel inferior to my partner’ (r = 0.4974, p = 0.0003).  

The item ‘I look forward to seeing my partner on campus’ is correlated with quite a few other items.  

Noteworthy are the strong positive correlations with ‘I think highly of my partner’ (r = 0.6470, p = < 0.0001) and 

‘my partner looks forward to seeing me on campus’ (r = 0.7820, p = <0.0001).  This suggests that the future 

encounters will be enjoyable when they are with someone who is both pleasing to and positively disposed towards 

the subject.  Envious others, therefore, may be avoided because they are not positively disposed towards the 

individual, and also because they are not seen as ‘nice’ (see previous paragraph).  



Also of interest is a moderate positive correlation between ‘my partner thinks highly of me’ and ‘my partner 

is concerned about my feelings’ (r = 0.4753, p =  0.0006)  This is somewhat counterintuitive, because partners who 

think highly of the subject would be inclined to be envious of the subject, and therefore not concerned about the 

subject’s feelings.  This correlation may have occurred because individuals distinguish between ‘think highly of,’ 

which may be seen as entailing liking the partner, and envying, which does not entail liking.  

The items from the ‘Social Observations Questionnaire’ were primarily manipulation checks, designed to 

check how effectively the experiment conveyed the desired impressions to the subjects.  The questionnaire consisted 

of 30 statements, which the subjects marked on a continuum between ‘strongly agree’ (= 1) and ‘strongly disagree 

(= 9).  Consequently, in this portion of the discussion, means that are closer to one demonstrate agreement, whereas 

those closer to nine demonstrate disagreement.  

Among the items included in the questionnaire were those intended to check for the presence of Exline and 

Lobel’s three requisites for STTUC—belief that the partner is making an upwards comparison, belief that this 

comparison is threatening to the partner, and concern over the repercussions of the partner’s envy.  The first was not 

tested, because the subjects were clearly aware of the disparity in the scores.  The next requisite, the belief that the 

comparison is threatening to the partner, was checked by My partner beliefs that it is important to be socially adept 

(Admiring: M = 3.9286, Std Dev =1.2067; Depressive: M = 4.5455, Std Dev =1.2933; Hostile: M = 4.0909, Std 

Dev =1.0445; Neutral: M = 4.0833, Std Dev =1.3790).  All of these means were below midpoint, indicating 

agreement and suggesting that this basis for STTUC was indeed present.  However, the standard deviations are such 

that and we cannot be sure that the means are actually significantly lower than the midpoint of the scale.  

The next precondition, concern over the repercussions of the partner’s envy, was measured by the item I look 

forward to working with my partner in the future. A desire to avoid future contact, especially prolonged or intimate 

contact, with an envious person has been shown to be a result of STTUC (Exline & Lobel, 2001).  Means were 

toward the low end of the nine-point scale (Admiring: M = 3.8571, Std Dev = 2.0286; Depressive: M = 3.6364, Std 



Dev = 2.2923; Hostile: M = 3.2727, Std Dev = 2.0136; Neutral: M = 2.7500; Std Dev = 1.3790), indicating that the 

subjects were looking forward to working with their partners (i.e. they were not motivated to avoid the confederate).  

This may be symptomatic of an insufficient conveyance of envy, which would necessitate a change in the 

experiment’s design.  However, it would be necessary to compare these means to a non-envious condition, since 

subject may simply be hesitant to admit their trepidation.  Also, it must be reiterated that the large standard deviations 

again prevented these differences from attaining statistical significance.  

The results for these manipulation checks are inconclusive.  However, the data suggest that the subjects did 

believe that the upwards comparison was in a domain that was self-relevant for their partners.  Paradoxically, they 

also did not seem motivated to avoid the outperformed other.  Again, the large standard deviations and small sample 

size preclude us from drawing anything but tentative conclusions in this case, but if the latter result were backed up 

by a larger sample, a redesigned experiment would be necessary.  Either the envy would have to be made more 

salient, or the measures more apt—it’s possible that significant differences do exist, but that our measures are not 

worded correctly to detect them.  

Another way of looking at whether the subject experienced STTUC is by looking at the results of the 

questionnaire item My partner is envious of me.  This should have received low marks from all subjects, since envy 

was intended to be conveyed in every condition.  When we look at the means for these responses (Admiring: M = 

6.2857, Std Dev = 2.3674; Depressive: M = 7.5455, Std Dev = 1.4397; Hostile: M = 7.4550, Std Dev = 1.8091; 

Neutral: M = 7.0000, Std Dev =1.9540), we note two phenomena.  The first is that the numbers vary very little 

between the conditions (in a one-way ANOVA, F(3,44) = 1.10, p = 0.3577), leading us to the conclusion that the 

envy was fairly evenly expressed across the conditions.  This is encouraging, since my intent was to vary the tone 

and not the amount of envy .  The second observation is that all four of these means are around seven out of nine, 

where nine means ‘I strongly disagree.’  So for every condition except Admiring, subjects seem to feel that their 

‘partners’ were less, rather than more, envious.  This may be attributable to the fact that the intensity of the envy 



expression was overly weakened in the attempt to avoid subjects’ suspicions of the confederate; envy may not have 

been adequately expressed in the instant message conversation.  It is noteworthy that the extremely delicate balance 

between conveying envy and remaining realistic is an interesting reflection of the strict social codes governing envy.  

Building off this, another alternate explanation of the lack of perception/reporting of envy is that because envy is so 

socially unacceptable, labeling someone as envious is a weight accusation that many people are hesitant to make (see 

Smith, Parrott, Diener, Hoyle, & Kim, 1999).   This is supported by the fact that, although the subjects did not report 

their partner to be envious, all (consciously or unconsciously) made use of envy response techniques during the 

instant message conversation.  To investigate this, we would need to compare an envious condition to a non-envious 

condition in order to see how the subjects’ ratings would reflect this difference.  

The other manipulation checks were intended to verify that the tone of the conversation—hostile, depressive, 

admiring or neutral—was clearly conveyed.  Among these, the only significant results obtained were for hostility.  

The manipulation checks for the depressive condition (My partner is easily discouraged about her/his abilities) and 

the admiring condition (My partner thinks highly of me) did not even come close to showing statistical significance 

between the categories.  If this result were reinforced by a greater number of trials, the intensity of the depressiveness 

and admiration would have to be increased.

Envy Response in Instant message Conversations

It is unclear why there were so few significant results for the use of envy response techniques between 

conditions.  One possibility is that there is no difference: regardless of the emotional coloring of the envy, 

outperformers will respond with the same amount of envy response, the same techniques, and in the same 

proportions.  The alternate hypothesis is that suspicion on the part of the subjects altered their responses.  

An interesting finding was the significant differences between those used Commiseration before the initial 

envy expression and those who did not.  The increased use of Difficulty by commiserators seems logical—those who 

try to emphasize that they are subject to the same hardships as the confederate would logically talk about the 



difficulty of the task at hand.  This would both serve to provide a justification for the confederate’s score, as well as 

to assert that the subject had to ‘suffer’ for her/his success—it did not come easily.  More surprising is the increased 

presence of Reveling and Total Exacerbation.  This seems to go against the original hypothesis that those who 

commiserate are more inclined to mitigate envy, and not to exacerbate it.   It’s possible that those who commiserate 

do so not out of a desire to mitigate their partner’s envy, but in order to complain about their own hardships.  This 

would not posit these people as being any more kind, or aware, than non-commiseratiors, and might account for their 

increased ‘selfishness’ as evidenced by their tendency to revel.  

The fact that ‘friendly subjects’—those who displayed friendliness before the initial expression of envy—

used Chance less than any other group might be explained by the hypothesis that those who focus on building 

interpersonal connections are less likely to ascribe to impersonal (i.e. Chance) techniques of envy mitigation.  

However, it is impossible to pinpoint with any degree of certainty the underlying mechanism for this difference. 

The results between genders were highly interesting, in that responses to envy did not seem to differ as they 

have in past studies.  In most cases, women have made more attempts to mitigate or avoid envy than have men (e.g., 

Heatherington et al, 1993, Daubman, Heatherington & Ahn, 1992).  In one case, when not given an objective 

measure of performance, men’s envy-mitigating behavior varied more than women’s (Brown, Uebelacker and 

Heatherington, 1998).  In this experiment, however, the expected significant differences between the two groups did 

not appear.  Men and women did not vary greatly in their overall usage of envy response, and did not vary at all in 

their ‘good score’ predictions, or even in the length of their conversations.  The only significant difference was in the 

amount of Commiseration—women commiserated significantly more often (M = 0.5679) than men did (M = 

0.3922).  This seems to reinforce the findings from other studies that women place more emphasis on interpersonal 

connection than do men (Jordan, Kaplan, Miller, Stiver & Surrey, 1991).  

Another interesting, and unexpected, question raised by this research was the role of outperformed others 

who acting in an admiring manner.  It was hypothesized that the results from the hostile and depressive groups 



would resemble each other, since those were the two negative affect conditions.  The results from the admiring group 

(positive affect) were hypothesized to be quite different, with those from the neutral condition (no affect) falling in 

between.  In fact, in many cases (though none that were significant with this limited sample size) the results for those 

in the admiration condition seemed to resemble the results from the subjects in the hostile condition more than those 

in the neutral condition.  Admiration seemed to create a distance between the subject and the confederate that was 

more similar to hostile than depressive or neutral conditions.  A possible explanation is that envious people can’t 

plausibly be happy about the disparity, so anyone who is noticeably flattering or admiring must be hiding a deeper 

negative affect or being insincere and sarcastic.  This would account for why the admiring condition resembled the 

hostile one.  These observations were drawn from ANOVA analysis of data that was not significant in the original 

omnibus test, so there is an increased chance of Type I error.  Validation of this hypothesis would require further 

replication and analysis.   

Another surprising finding was that there was a statistically significant difference concerning which 

conditions suspected their partner most.  While we informally hypothesized that those in the hostile condition would 

“catch on” more easily than the others, it was actually (and overwhelmingly) those in the neutral condition who 

weren’t surprised to hear that their partner was fictitious.  A possible explanation for this is that it simply isn’t 

plausible that someone be envious without having any sort of emotional involvement.  
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Appendix 1 – Social Skills Test

Social Skills Test
This test will assess your social skills. You will be given a scenario and asked to pick one of four responses. Please 
answer these questions quickly--your instinctive decisions are more important than calculated ones. 

1. Mr. Robin never went to college, and instead took a job as a clerk in a store. He has always had steady work and a 
decent income, but this has required him to give up many amenities. When Mr. Robin is with other people in a casual 
setting, he talks primarily about the quality and cost of his belongings. This is because: 

○ He has ideals of quality and believes that production should be for use rather than for profit.
○ He wishes to keep conversation limited to subjects on which he is informed
○ By talking about subjects on which he is informed, he diverts conversation from subjects he is ignorant of, 
but which most people are informed about and interested in.
○ He wishes to appear pleasant, to make conversation, and to avoid offending anyone.

2. Mr. Smith, a business man, strongly opposes social planning and government control of business. His rationale is 
that world conditions have caused America's depressions and that government interference will only worsen natural 
economic cycles. His beliefs are probably the result of: 

○ His belief in individual initiative.
○ His opposition any form of socialism.
○ His own business activities which manage to keep within the law.
○ His experience, which has shown that private business is more efficient than government

3. Kristen, an overly conscientious 19-year-old student, is given to self-analysis. She is preoccupied with what 
others think about her and the things she has done. Kristen finds it difficult to start conversations with strangers and 
frequently analyzes others' motives. Another trait which is characteristic of Kristen's behavior is: 

○ Worrying over possible misfortunes.
○ Frequent craving for excitement.
○ Showing consideration for others' feelings.
○ Preference for reading about something rather than experiencing it.

4. When in a restaurant, Mr. Wilson is very critical and demanding, often giving sharp, rude orders to the waiters. He 
does not have many friends because of his tendency to be bossy and critical towards them. At work, he: 

○ Agitates for better working conditions.
○ Is ingratiating and subservient to his employer.
○ Is openly critical of the many rules and regulations governing his work.
○ Tries to give orders to his fellow workers which are only supposed to be given by his superior

5. Sam was a frail child who was overprotected by his parents and other relatives, the only people with whom he had 
regular contact. When he began school, he was often ignored or rejected by his classmates. He reacted to this by:

○ Avoiding other children and spending his time daydreaming.
○ Fighting with or bullying other children.
○ Trying to attract attention by competing in games played by the group of children.
○ Attempting to get other children to accept him by persistently hanging around or tagging along with them



6. During a conference, the discussion becomes so argumentative and heated that everyone seems to be angry at 
someone else. Finally, one member who seemed to be getting the worst of the argument leaves abruptly and angrily. 
The chairman of the group should then: 

○ Immediately declare the meeting adjourned.
○ Send someone to ask the departed member to return.
○ Ask for a vote as to whether the meeting should be adjourned.
○ Ignore the departure and continue with the order of business remaining

Appendix 2 – Instant Message Conversations
NB: 
Text in italics was designed to convey envy.  Text in bold was designed to convey tone—in each of the two variable 
sections of each conversation, only one sentence was used.  Text in brackets was not used.  Several phrases were 
inserted as necessary to improve the flow of the conversation.  They were: 
i think i'm probably not supposed to respond to questions, since they told me to lead. Sooo…
i think that girl told us to talk about the test, though, so i guess we should do that.
i guess so
and
okay

hey, i'm charlotte.  but I guess you already knew that.
[Wait for subject response]
i guess i'm supposed to lead.  i’m not exactly sure what that means…and it def feels kinda forced…
[Wait for subject response]
sucks that they make the person with the lower score lead. 
[Neutral] but that’s the way it goes. anyways, what’d you think of the test?
[Hostile] they should have their overachiever do it. anyways, what’d you think of the test?
[Depressive] like i need to be reminded of my score.  anyways, what’d you think of the test?
[Admiring] but I guess that’s your reward for being smart! anyways, what’d you think of the test?
[Wait for subject response]
yeah, i def felt like there was no one right answer. i wonder if we had the same test.  did you have the question about 
the sales clerk who didn’t go to college?
[Wait for subject response]
i mostly just guessed.  but whatever you did apparently worked a lot better…what'd u do?
[Wait for subject response]

[Neutral] okay.  u a good test taker?
[Hostile] guess you’d know, you are the one with the ninety-something score.  u a good test taker?
[Depressive] between u and me, i'm not too surprise that my way didn’t work. u a good test taker?
[Admiring] you made some really good calls, then. u a good test taker?
[Wait for subject response]
this is why i'm studying english & govt—we do essays and not multiple choice.
[Wait for subject response]
oops, i think i'm supposed to be talking about this test (kinda boring, huh?) so…um, what do you figure a ‘good’ 
score is?
[Wait for subject response]
u think tests like this can really tell how popular you are?
[Wait for subject response]



i don’t think u should read too much into a test with only 6 questions, but on the other hand, i figure they must know 
what they’re doing.
[Wait for subject response]
kim’s back.  guess i'll talk to you in a minute.  she says we can start taking questionnaire 1

Appendix 3: The Social Observations Questionnaire
Observations Questionnaire

This questionnaire is intended to evaluate your observations and impressions. The questions will ask you to 
characterize your impressions of yourself, your impressions of your partner, and your estimation of your partner's 
impressions. 
* 1. I have a good idea of what my partner is like 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 2. My partner has a 
good idea of what I am like 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 3. I believe it is 
important to be socially adept 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 4. My partner 
believes that it is important to be socially adept 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 5. I am a nice person 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 6. My partner is a 
nice person 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  



HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 7. My partner thinks 
I am a nice person 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 8. I look forward to 
working with my partner 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 9. My partner looks 
forward to working with me 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 10. I would be 
willing to work with my partner in future projects 
**Note: Agreeing with this statement does not oblige you to participate in any future experiments. However, if you 
answer in the affirmative, you may have the option of working with this person in follow-up studies. 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 11. My partner 
would be willing to work with me on future projects 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 12. I am easily 
discouraged about my abilities 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 13. My partner is 
easily discouraged about her/his abilities 
1 = Strongly agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 14. I feel hostile 
towards my partner 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.



1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 15. My partner feels 
hostile towards me 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 16. I am concerned 
about my partner's feelings 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 17. My partner is 
concerned about my feelings 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 18. My partner 
thinks I am concerned about her/his feelings 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 19. I think highly of 
my partner 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 20. My partner 
thinks highly of me 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 21. My partner 
thinks that I think highly of her/him 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 22. I look forward to 
seeing my partner on campus 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  



HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 23. My partner looks 
forward to seeing me on campus 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 24. I am envious of 
my partner 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 25. My partner is 
envious of me 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 26. I am popular 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 27. My partner is 
popular 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 28. My partner 
thinks I am popular 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 29. I feel inferior to 
my partner 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9 * 30. My partner feels 
inferior to me 
1 = Strongly Agree <--------------------------> 9 = Strongly Disagree 
 HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 1  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 2  HTMLCONTROL 
Forms.HTML:Option.1 3  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 4  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.
1 5  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 6  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 7  
HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 8  HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Option.1 9
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